
According to the CDC Web site, the actual number of deaths from the �u per year is about 257 not 36,000.

• Mercury!!! 2nd most dangerous substance on earth.  Destroys the nervous 
 system and immune system.  Associated with Multiple Sclerosis, Central 
 Nervous System Disorders, Autism and Alzheimer's Disease!

• Ethylene glycol (antifreeze) Exposure to ethylene glycol can damage the 
 kidneys, heart, and nervous system.

• Phenol (disinfectant) Exposure to phenol can produce skin burns, liver 
 damage, dark urine, irregular heart beat, and even death.

• Formaldehyde (known cancer causing agent)

• Neomycin and Streptomycin (antibiotics)

• Aluminum associated with Alzheimer's disease and seizures and also cancer 
 producing in laboratory mice.

What’s in a flu vaccination?

Is this something you want to inject directly into your blood or your children’s?
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL - "Flu vaccines 'not worth the bother" Flu vaccines may be a massive waste of time 
and money, an expert warned today. There is little medical evidence that the vaccines have any kind of beneficial 
effect! Years ago the CDC policy was never give a flu shot to a pregnant woman or baby because of the dangers and 
complications it would cause!  Now it is recommended for these 2 groups!  How is it dangerous one year and 
now it is safe this year?

The flu vaccine contains only 3 strains of the flu virus!  Even though there are many other stains that are out there.
According to the CDC the flu vaccine in the elderly is about 30 to 40% effective!

$75,000 VACCINE OFFER
THE FOLLOWING OFFER is made to U.S.-licensed medical doctors who routinely administer vaccinations and to 
pharmaceutical company CEOs worldwide:
Jock Doubleday, director of the California 501(c)3 nonprofit corporation Natural Woman, Natural Man, Inc., hereby 
offers $75,000.00 to the first medical doctor or pharmaceutical company CEO who publicly drinks a mixture 
of standard vaccine additives ingredients in the same amount as a six-year-old child is recommended to receive 
under the year-2005 guidelines of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. To this day, no one 
has taken the challenge! What does that tell you?
To sum up all of this!  The flu is not a dangerous virus, at most it kills 257 people per year who are immune 
compromised!  Even if the vaccine worked they are injecting dangerous chemicals and poisons into the body 
which will lead to some of the most devastating diseases in existence, all because you don’t want the FLU!   
DOES THAT MAKE ANY SENSE TO YOU!
I’ll take the flu over autism, cancer, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s, and autoimmune diseases!  If vaccinations 
were safe why doesn’t a pediatrician or medical doctor come forward and take the challenge of drinking the 
mixture from these shots!  Because they know the ingredients will cause cancer and other diseases in their body!  
Before your doctor gives you or  your child a vaccine, ask them to drink the mixture first!

ASK US ABOUT THE ALL NATURAL SOLUTION WE ARE NOW OFFERING

Dangers of a Flu Vaccination


